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Abstract: We consider the steady state distribution of the end-to-end delay of a tagged flow in queue-
ing networks where the queues have self-similar cross traffic. We assume that such cross traffic at
each queue, say queue  , is modeled by fractional Brownian Motion (FBM) with Hurst parameter
	
, and is independent of other queues.The arrival process of the tagged flow is renewal.
Two types of queueing networks are considered.
We show that the end-to-end delay of the tagged flow in a tandem queueing network, and more
generally in a tree network, is completely dominated by one of the queues. The dominant queue is
the one with the maximal Hurst parameter. If several queues have the same maximal Hurst parameter,
then we have to compare the ratio  to determine the dominant queue, where ! is the load of the
queue.
In the case that the tagged flow is controlled through a window based congestion control mech-
anism, the end-to-end delay is still asymptotically Weibullian with the same shape parameter. We
provide upper and lower bounds on the constant that determines the scale parameter of the corre-
sponding Weibull distribution.
Key-words: fractional brownian motion, open queueing network, tandem queue, (max, plus)-network
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Asymptotique des queues de distribution du délais de bout en bout dans
des réseaux de files d’attentes avec du trafic transverse auto-similaire
Résumé : Nous considérons la distribution staionnaire du délais de bout en bout dans un réseau
de files d’attentes qui reçcoivent chacune un trafic transverse auto-similaire. Nous supposons que le
trafic transverse arrivant à chacune des files est modélisé par exemple pour la file  par un mouvement
brownien fractionnaire avec un paramètre de Hurst
   	
et est indépendant des autres files.
Le processus des arrivées dans le réseau est un processus de renouvellement. Deux types de réseaux
ont été considérés.
Dans le cas de files d’attente en série et plus généralement dans tout type de réseaux ayant une
structure arborescente, nous montrons que le délais de bout en bout est complètement dominé par l’une
des files. La file dominante est celle qui possède le paramètre de Hurst maximal. Si plusieurs files ont
le même paramètre de Hurst, le ratio    permet de déterminer la file dominante ( ! correspond à
la charge de la file).
Dans le cas d’un réseau contrôlé par un mécanisme de contrôle de flux par fenêtre, le délais de bout
en bout est encore asymptotiquement weibullien avec le même paramètre de forme. Nous donnons des
bornes supérieure et inférieure sur la constante qui détermine le paramètre d’échelle.
Mots-clés : mouvement brownien fractionnaire, réseau ouvert, files d’attente en série, réseau (max,plus)
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1 Introduction
Since the seminal work of Leland et al. [18], there has been tremendous research work on the charac-
terization and modeling of the Internet traffic. A number of studies have confirmed the prevalence of
the Long Range Dependence (LRD) and fractal behavior in LAN and WAN as well as in Web servers
(see e.g. [23]). Self-similar (SS) scaling exists in large time scales (i.e. one second or larger), cf.
[18, 25, 12]. More recently, multi-fractal phenomena were observed and analyzed, see [1, 15, 16].
At small time scale, the traffic still has mono-fractal behavior in the Internet backbone [29]. Many
people have also investigated into the possible causes of these long-range-dependent and self-similar
phenomena, see [23] for an overview.
These observations and analyses have motivated a number studies of the performance impact in
the network. In order to account for the self-similar nature of the traffic in the Internet, Fractional
Brownian Motion (FBM) input model has been introduced, mostly due to its mathematical simplicity.
A detailed treatment of FBM processes can be found in [26]. Its use for traffic modeling is discussed
in [21] and in [23] (and references therein).
Recall that a standard FBM process with Hurst parameter
  	
is a Gaussian centered
process with stationary increments, continuous paths and such that
  	 	 
      "!
for all
  #
.
Queues with FBM input process has received much attention in the literature. Studies [21, 13, 19,
22, 28] have focused primarily on the workload $ of a single server queue, where $ % '&(*),+.-,/0 ! 12  + 3  , with mean input rate ! , standard deviation 2 , and server capacity  . A lower bound 4  $ 56  was first obtained in [21], this lower bound has been later shown in [13] to be asymptotically
exact in logarithm using large deviation principle, further extensions on deriving exact expression
and stronger asymptotic estimates are developed in [22] and [19]. All these studies assert that the
workload $ of a single server queue is asymptotically Weibullian, namely,
7981: 4  $ 5 6 ";<

 2  6    
 = !    =          ! (1)
In this paper, we focus on the end-to-end delay in a network setting. Indeed, there are many
studies on the characterization of end-to-end delay in the Internet, see e.g. [6, 20, 24]. In particular,
Mukherjee [20] found that packet delay along several Internet paths could be modeled using a shifted
gamma distribution whose parameters vary from path to path and on time scales of hours. There also
exists work on the inference of end-to-end delay, see e.g. [7, 9], where nonparametric models are
used.
To the best of our knowledge, there exist few results on the tail asymptotic of the end-to-end delay
in a network setting. Under the assumptions of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) service
times and of the existence of moment generating functions, large deviation results were derived in
[27] and [17] for stochastic event graphs. In case when the service times are i.i.d. and subexponential,
exact asymptotics were obtained in [4] for stochastic event graphs, where the end-to-end delay has
subexponential tail distribution. In the current paper, we focus on another cause of heavytailness for
the end-to-end delay, namely LRD, what has not been done in a network context.
We consider the steady state distribution of the end-to-end delay denoted by > , of a tagged flow
in queueing networks where some of the queues have self-similar cross traffic. We assume that such
cross traffic, say at queue  , is modeled by Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM) with Hurst parameter
RR n° 4951
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  	
, and is independent of other queues. Note that when
    !
, we have an ordinary
Brownian motion model. We assume that at least one of the queues has the Hurst parameter that is
strictly greater than 0.5. The arrival process of the tagged flow is renewal. Two types of queueing
networks are considered.
We show that the end-to-end delay of the tagged flow in a tandem queueing network is completely
dominated by one of the queues. The dominant queue is the one with the maximal Hurst parameter.
If several queues have the same maximal Hurst parameter, then we have to compare the ratio   
to determine the dominant queue, where ! is the load of the queue. We have then
7 81: 4  > 5 6 "; 7981: 4  $ 5 6 
where $ is the steady-state workload of a single server queue with the same FBM inputs as the
dominant queue, which is known [21, 13] to be asymptotically Weibullian.
We also consider the case that the tagged flow is controlled through a window-based congestion
control mechanism, where at any time, the number of customers of the tagged flow is upper bounded
by the window size. For any arbitrarily fixed window size, we show that the end-to-end delay is
still asymptotically Weibullian with the same shape parameter. We also provide upper and lower
bounds on the constant that determines the scale parameter of the corresponding Weibull distribution.
These results further imply round-trip time (RTT) of TCP sessions is asymptotically Weibullian, see
comments in Section 4.
All these results are shown to hold not only in tandem queueing networks, which correspond to the
unicast flows, but also for tree queueing networks which model the multicast case. The tree queueing
network is defined as a queueing network with a tree topology, where, at the completion of the service
at a queueing station, a customer is forked into multiple customers, one for each downstream queueing
station. Such queueing networks are also referred to as disassembly queueing networks in the queueing
literature. In such a case, the end-to-end delay is defined as the delay for a customer to traverse all the
queues. Thus, our result shows that the end-to-end delay in multicast is still asymptotically Weibullian,
provided that at least one of the queues has FBM cross traffic.
In the next section, we introduce the general model for a network of queues using the (max,plus)-
linear presentation, where the two types of networks of interest are described in detail. In Section 3, we
focus on general tree queueing networks and show our main results on the logarithmic tail asymptotic
of the end-to-end delay > in steady-state. The detailed technical proofs and necessary auxiliary
results are also included, where we show how the general Borell inequality for the distribution of the
supremum of a centered Gaussian process can be applied to derive logarithmic estimate for
7 81: 4  > 56  . Our studies on networks with fixed window control are then presented in Section 4. We show that
the end-to-end delay is still asymptotically Weibullian and give upper and lower bound for the constant
that determines the scale parameter of the corresponding Weibull distribution. Finally, concluding
remarks are discussed in Section 5.
Notation
Here and later in the paper, for positive functions  and  , the equivalence   6  ;   6  with 5  means   6    6 	
 as 6  . We will also use the notation   6      6  to mean7 &(*)   6    6  and 7   6    6  5  .
2 Model
INRIA
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2.1 Taking Cross Traffic into Account
Consider a network of queues with cross traffic, illustrated in figure 1. We assume that the service
times of customers of the tagged flow are negligible compared to the queueing delays. We see that
the time spent in a server is mainly due to the cross traffic. Thus, in our model, in order to analyze the
delay of the tagged customers, we define the virtual service times for each tagged customer to be the
amount of cross traffic arrived between two successive arrivals of the tagged customers. This (virtual)
service time is denoted as    (for server  ). The resulting queueing system (with such virtual service
times) is a single class FIFO queueing networks. In the sequel, we shall thus consider only such FIFO
queues, with the (virtual) service times to be possibly self-similar.
       					




  
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Figure 1: Queues with cross traffic
2.2 (max,plus)-Linear Systems
In our proofs, we shall use the (max,plus) algebra to describe the dynamics of the queueing networks.
The reader is referred to [3] for details.
Definition 1. The (max,plus) semi-ring
#
is the set
#     , equipped with  , written ad-
ditively (i.e.  "!$#      #  ) and the usual sum, written multiplicatively (i.e.  &%'#    # ). The
zero element is denoted ( <  .
For matrices of appropriate sizes, we define
*) !,+   .- /  0)  1- /  !2+  1- /    *)  1- /   +  1- /   ,*) %+   1- /  23546)  1- 4  %+  4 - /    4 *)  1- 4   +  4 - /   .
Let

be an arbitrary fixed natural number. Assume the following to be given:
• 7  98  ;: =<  , where 8  # , the arrival time sequence;
•
 )  ;: ><  , where )  is a @?3 matrix;
•
 +  ;: ><  , where +  , is a 0 dimensional vector.
The associated (max,plus)-linear recurrence is that with state variable sequence
BA  ;: C<  , whereA  is a   dimensional vector, which satisfies the evolution equation:A  ,)  % A    !+  % 8  ! (2)
For D E: , we define FHG 4 - JI LK 49M /ON  )P/Q)  %2R9R9RS% ) 49M  and FTG  - JI    , the identity matrix.
By definition, the stationary maximal dater is
>  7U@V > G   - / I /OW 4$X  F G  4 - / I %+  4  ZY   8  4  8 /\[ !
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Existence and finiteness of this limit will be addressed in section 2.4.
In the following section, we will consider two type of networks. We derive the (max,plus)-linear
recurrence (2) that corresponds to each of these networks and give the interpretation of > .
2.3 Examples
2.3.1 Queues in tandem
We consider two queues in tandem, as illustrated in figure 2. Let    be the n-th service time at the  -th
PSfrag replacements
98            
Figure 2: Queues in Tandem
server. We denote by 6  (resp. 6  ) the end of the n-th service in queue 1 (resp. 2). We have then
6    8  ! 6     %     (3)6    6  ! 6     %    ! (4)
Putting (3) in (4) gives
6    6    ! 8   %     %    ! 6    %    
with
A    6 6   +             )       (          
so that A  ,)  % A    !+  % 8  !
2.3.2 Tree Queueing Network
Consider a tree with nodes numbered by
 !!! 
such that  is a successor of  (we write  	
    ) implies  . In particular node 1 is the root. We associate to this tree the network with 
queues and in which departure process of queue  is the input process of queues   	
    . Queues
in tandem is a special case of tree network. Note that in the literature, such tree networks are also
referred to as disassembly networks.
We take the example of a tree with three queues, as illustrated in figure 3. The end-to-end delay
here is defined as the delay for a customer to traverse all the queues, which is taken care of by the
dummy node (a max operator) in the end.
INRIA
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Figure 3: Tree Network
Let    be the n-th service time at the  -th server. We denote by 6  the end of the n-th service in server
 . We have then
6    8  ! 6     %     (5)6    6  ! 6     %     (6)6    6  ! 6     %      (7)6  6  ! 6   ! (8)
Putting equation (5) in (6), (7), (8) we obtain the desired recursion equation with
A  


6 6 6  6 
	

  +  


                             
	

 
)  


   ( ( (          ( (        (     (                       (
	

 !
2.3.3 Queueing network with fixed window control
We consider now

queues in tandem with a window-based control which does not allow more than
customers in the system. In other words, the
:
th customer can enter the first queue only after the: 
th customer leaves the last queue in the tandem queueing network. We denote by 6  the end of
the n-th service in queue  .
PSfrag replacements
Sender Reveiver
Window L
!!!
Figure 4: Tandem Queueing Network with Fixed Window Control
For the network of two queues in figure 4, we have then
6    8  ! 6    ! 6    %     (9)6    6  ! 6     %   ! (10)
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From these equations, if we put (9) in (10), we obtain the desired recursion equation with
A  


6   M 6   M ...
...6   6 6 
	


 +  


((
...
...(        
	



)  


(  ( !!! !!! !!! (( (  ( !!! !!! (
...
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
...
...
. . .
 ( (( ( !!! !!! ( (    ( !!! !!! (    (       ( !!! !!! (          
	


!
In the tree network case, the window control with size

is implemented in such a way that the
:
th
customer can enter the first queue (root of the tree) only after all the
: 
th customers quit the leaf
queues in the tree queueing network.
2.3.4 Interpretation of >
Consider one of the previous networks with only customers
 :  :  !!!  
that arrived in the
network at respective times
8
   8   M  !!!  8 / . The time at which the system empties is exactlyA ZY / and thanks to the recursion equation we can calculate A / in this case:A /  A G   - / I    W 4 W,/
 F G 4 - / I %+ 4   8 4 
with notations of section 2.2. Hence the end-to-end delay of customer

is (with
:
customers in the
network)
> G   - / I %  A ZY /  8 / /OW 4 W  X  FTG  4 - / I %+  4   Y   8  4  8 /\[
Now >  7 U@V >TG   - / I corresponds to the stationary end-to-end delay of the network if it is finite(see next section).
Remark 1. We always implicitly assume that the    are non-negative to get a dynamical interpretation
of the (max,plus) equations. Nevertheless, the construction of recurrence (2) does not require any
assumption on the sign of the    . We will use the notation     instead of      to make a clear
difference if the

 ’s do not have to be non-negative.
2.4 General Framework and Stochastic Assumptions
In what follows, we will consider:
INRIA
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• a sequence of arrival times 7  98      that is a renewal process: interarrival times   8  M   8   are i.i.d. We assume moreover that  	  / 
   and 8 /   (under Palm probability).
• sequences
           !!!  that are constructed as follows

     8  M       8   with   	   ! 	  2    	 
where
 
is a FBM with Hurst parameter
      . The FBM   are independent of each
other and
    5  .
Remark 2. The condition on the mean of
 /
is not restrictive, we can take any renewal process with
positive intensity. Moreover, we see that our virtual service times

 are not non-negative but each
sequence is self-similar and long range dependent if
  5  .
From now on, we consider networks with the associated recursion:A  ,)  % A    !+  % 8  
of dimension

. This means that the matrices
 )   +   and vectors that are used in the recursion are
obtained via two applications  and  such that:
 % #  	 ZY - Y  	#   (       !!!   
 )   
 % #  	  Y -   #   (       !!!   
 +   
via the formula:
     ,)       " +   with   <   !!!    !
Stability of the system:
Each sequence
      is stationary and ergodic (see [11] Theorem 14.2.1), hence we have:
74 U@V
 F G  4 - / I   Y
- 
D  74 U@V
 F G  4 - / I %+  4  ZY D   (11)
where

is the top Lyapounov exponent of the sequence
 )   (see [3]). We will always assume that
   !
(12)
Under this condition we know that >  since  F G  4 - / I % +  4   Y   8  4    a.s.
Lemma 1. Consider the matrix   )  !  , with !   !  !!! !   . We denote by ! the maximal
(max, plus)-eigenvalue of  . We have:
  !    !   !
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3 Logarithmic Tail Asymptotic for Tree Networks
3.1 Main result
Theorem 1 (Main Result). Let > be the stationary end-to-end delay associated to a tree network.
Consider the set of queues with maximal Hurst parameter denoted

,  %  :     
now define the subset of dominant queues as follows
 %  :       = !   2   !
We denote by $ the workload of a single server queue with the same parameter as one of the queues
in

, then we have
7 81: 4  > 5 6  ; 7 81: 4  $ 5 6  ! (13)
Note that the tandem queueing network is a special case of tree networks. The result of Theorem 1
thus holds for tandem queueing network as well.
3.2 First result with deterministic arrival times
In fact, applications  and  of section 2.4 can be viewed as purely algebraic objects. Following §2.3
of [3], we can associate to each application  and  a directed graph, respectively 
	 and  . For
 , the set of nodes is  !!!   and an arc from  to  is introduced in 	 if )     / -   ( . For  ,
the set of nodes is
  !!!    and an arc form  to  is introduced in 
 if +        ( . We denote  	   . Each coefficient of ) and + is a (max,plus)-expression  6 % 03/ON  K 4   
4
,
and we put in  ,  copies of the original arc and give to each of them a weight that is the associated
set  / . We obtain a weighted graph  . For each arc    ,     denotes the weight of  (i.e.
a set of indices). We give here the graph corresponding to queues in tandem with window control
(section 2.3.3), line style corresponds to the mark: dashed=
   , dotted=    , solid=     and dash-
dot=  (observe that in this case      ).
PSfrag replacements
0
1 2 L L+1
!!!
Figure 5: Graph   for Tandem Queueing Network with Fixed Window Control
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We denote by   the set of paths in  going from node  to node  . For     /    !!!      , we
denote:
        !   "

 N / /   	
 
! /
    

 N / /   	

2 /   /      /   
          !
In the special case
8  ,: , the end-to-end delay can be expressed as:
>  4 / X  FTG  4 - / I %+  4  ZY   D [ &(*)   	 !             
 !
First we rewrite the event
 > 5 6  : > 5 6         !              5 6 
  & (*)  
   6         !    5
  ! (14)
To consider the event
 > 5 6  or  > 5 6    does not change the asymptotic. For the simplicity
of notations, we consider the latter in what follows.
Based on (14), to study the tail asymptotic for > , it suffices to focus on the supremum of the centered
Gaussian process
     M            .We claim the following logarithmic tail asymptotic for > .
Property 1. Consider > the stationary end-to-end delay of a tree queueing network. We assume
deterministic arrival times,
8   : . Then as 6   , we have
7981: 4  > 5 6  ;    
 6       !         ! (15)
To prove the above main result, we shall need the so-called "Borell’s inequality"[2, p.43,p.47] for the
supremum of a Gaussian process which we recall below.
3.3 Borell’s Inequality
In what follows, we shall always assume that
8
has a countable dense subset and the processes we
consider are always separable. We recall that a real stochastic process
BA +  +   is separable if there is
a sequence
  /  of parameter values and a set  of probability 0 such that, if A is any closed interval
and ! is any open interval, the setsBA + #"  >)   !%$ 8   BA +  #"  =)  /  !&$ 8  
differ by at most a subset of  .
The following property can be found in [2], theorem 2.1:
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Property 2. Let
BA +  +   be a centered Gaussian process with sample paths bounded a.s. Let   A   &(*)*+   A + . Then    A    , and for all 5 
4     A       A    5     )      2    (16)
where 2  %  &( ) +    A + ! In particular, for all  5    A   , equation (16) may be rewritten as
follows:
4    A   5     )         A     2   ! (17)
The only assumption made on the parameter space
8
is that
8
is totally bounded in the canonical
metric. We recall that the canonical metric is defined as follows
    %    A Y  A +   ! (18)
We denote by 7  (  the smallest number of closed  -balls of radius ( that cover 8 . 8 is totally bounded
if the function 7  (  is finite for all (5  .
In fact, following proof of theorem 2.1 in [2], we see that this assumption may be relaxed.
Consider a centered Gaussian process with sample paths bounded a.s.
BA +  +   . Let 98      be an
increasing sequence of subsets of
8
that tends to a dense subset of
8
containing the sequence
 / 
of points satisfying the conditions of the separability definition. We suppose that each
8  is totally
bounded in the canonical metric, and we denote   A     &(*) +  	 A + . Then for any : , thanks to
property 2, we have
   A     , and for all 5 
4     A        A     5     )       2    (19)
where 2  %  &(*) +     A + ! Moreover, we have 2 
 2  . We consider the case 2   and first
show that
   A    like in [2].
Suppose
   A     and choose  / 5  such that
      	  4 &( )+   A +   / 	*!
Such a constant exists since 2  is finite and the random variable &(*) +   A + is finite a.s.
Now since
   A    
    A     , we can find : such that    A    5   / . Borell’s inequality on the
space
8  then gives 
    	           4 	9   A        A     5 / 
 4 	    A       A  5 / 
 4 	  / 5  A   
  	*!
This proved the required contradiction, and so
   A     . Since   A    
   A   a.s.(separability
condition), we have for all 35 
4     A       A    5     )       2   ! (20)
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Application 1. Consider the process
  +   +  M +  +   G / - V  . Since 7 + U@V 	   , this process isa.s. bounded. Here we take 8   	  ;:
 , and 8  	     . Each 8  is totally bounded (see [19]) and2   &(*) +  /    +            . Hence Borell’s inequality applies for this process on the
whole interval
	    
.
Application 2. If
8
is countable, then Borell’s inequality applies. Just take
8  finite and hence totally
bounded !
3.4 Auxiliary Results
In this section, we derive some necessary auxiliary results before we prove the main results as claimed
in Property 1. Define  A      6       !        
and   %   &(*)   A   and 2  '&(*)     A    ! (21)
The process
BA   is a centered Gaussian process. The stability condition (12)    ensures that>  almost surely, from which the boundedness of the sample path of process BA   follows.
In our context, the parameter set   is countable as the countable union of the finite sets:       
       ,:  . Hence Borell’s inequality applies (see Application 2 in previous section) and if     ,
we will have
4 &(*)   A  5 
	    )    =     2   ! (22)
Lemma 2. In the case of tree networks, we have
7 JU@V     .
Proof:
For any path     / !!!    , we write  /   and  4  4     N / 1 4   	
 , then we have    6       !        4 N  2 4  
4 	 4   4 	 4    6       !     4 2 4   4 	 4   4 	 4   6   = !      4 2 4   4 	 4   4 	 4   6 ' = !  	 4  4    
where first inequality follows from    !     !     . Hence, we have 
 & (*)   A     
 &(*)    A   
   &(*)+  4 2 4   4 	 4   4 	 4   6 ' = !  	 4  4    
  4   &(*) 2 4   4   6 ' = !   
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But we know that
7  U V  4       , hence
&( ) 2 4   4   6 ' = !     as 6  

and each term of the sum goes to zero as 6   by monotone convergence. 
If
A
and  are centered Gaussian random variables with respective variances 2  and 2  , we will
write
A  var  2   2  !
Lemma 3. We have
A   var   N  2        6       =   !
Proof:
We first prove that
     var   N

2         ! (23)
Take


       , we use the notation: F        , F     3  , F         , F      
and
  F    	    	  !!! We have  F      F    var   F  . This follows from the
following inequalities with
     (recall that    #      #   ):
   F     F      F       F       F     F   F    F   F    F   F     F    F   F     F   F   F   F    F   F   F   F   F    F   !
We have then      
 N / 1 /   	
   
/      /     var  /     
hence,
     var   N

2        !
By definition, we have !         !       for any     , and we get 6       !     6 3         .
Now thanks to (23), we have
   6       !     var   N  2  
     6       =  
 
From lemma 3, we derive
Lemma 4. We have 2  %  &(*)      A      as 6   . If we denote  %     /  , we have2     6        .
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Proof :
Consider the process   + 
  
  
  +  M + 
	  , by a change of variable, we have
 
 +  
	  
 ZN

2     6    =  
6  6  
and the self-similarity of the FBM
  	 
ensures that the process

   +  
	   has the same distributionas the process   N

2  6       
 
 	
6  6  

 N

2  6  
   =    

  + 
with
  +   
  +  M + . Thanks to previous lemma, we have   A               , hence&( )     A     &( )+.-,/     +   
but we have
&(*)+.-,/     + 

 N

 2    6    
    =    

&( )+.-,/     +  !
A simple calculation gives:
&(*)+.-,/     +     
        
  
then
2     N

 2    6    
    =    

    
  =      
  !
Since each

/ is on the diagonal of the matrix )  , we know that for any    , there exists a path in
  such that
  /      !   /   ! /     /     2 / .  !
Hence we have
  A       2 /     6   = ! /   !
Taking an index  , such that  /   , we have
2   &(*)  
 2 /    6   = ! /  
  2 /  6       &(*)  
   6       6   ! /  
;  2 /   6       &(*)+.-,/      = ! /   !
This gives the last result.
 
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3.5 Proof of Property 1
First observe that the right-hand term in (15) goes to
 
when 6   since
   
 6       !            2  
and thanks to lemma 4, we know that 2    . We have to prove that 7 JU@V  2  7 81: 4  > 5 6 =  !
Upper bound:
Taking the logarithm of equation (22), we obtain
 2  7 81: 4  > 5 6    2  7 81:          !
Thanks to lemmas 4 and 2, we have
7 &(*)JU@V  2  7 81: 4  > 5 6     ! (24)
Lower bound:
We denote:
     
 V
        6 !
We have:
4  > 5 6   4 &(*)   !             5 6 	 &( )   4      5 6       !   
 &( )      6       !     	      
 	
       6       !        	!
Using the approximation
7981:    ;   
we obtain
7 81: 4  > 5 6        6       !         
hence
7JU@V  2  7 81: 4  > 5 6     ! (25)
Equations (24) and (25) give the desired asymptotic for deterministic arrival times. 
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3.6 Computation of  

3.6.1 The case of Single Server Queue
Equation (15) takes the simple from:
  
 6       !            
 6  :  = !   2  : 
  2  6       
   :  6  = !  1:  6  
;  2  6     +.-,/
   = !    !
The infimum is attained in
  Y          and we have
7 81: 4  $ 5 6  ; 

 2  6    
 = !    =          ! (26)
3.6.2 The case of 2 Queues in Tandem
For     / !!!      , we define:
    N / 1       
  :    N / 1       
 !
Then we have
  A      2       ' 2    :   6    :  !    !  :   ! (27)
We first suppose that

 5
  , then we have
2   6        &(*) - 
 2 
        ' 2          6            M   !  R    !  R    ; 6        & (*)+.-,/ -    G / -  I
 2 
     
  ' = !      
with !     !    !       . The supremum is attained in    and             , and weobtain
2  ; 6       2
  
 = !    =        

with
 %    , ! %
 !  and 2 %
 2  .
The case
  5   is exactly the same. Hence
     !  !  and 2  2  .
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We suppose now that


     , then we have
&(*)
 - 
 2 
      2    :  6    :  !    !  :    6       &( ) - 
 2 
       ' 2            M   !  R    !  R    ; 6       &(*)+.-,/ -    G / -  I
 2 
       ' 2     =       ' = !       6       &( )   G / -  I     2     ' 2  0 =    RR &( )+.-,/    ' = !        6       &( )   G / -  I   . 2      ' 2     =     RR    !      =         
But the function
 
         M                is either monotone on 	   
 , or non-increasing on 	      
and non-decreasing on 	     
 for a certain    . Thus the supremum is attained either at 0 or at 1, and
we have
2  ; 6       2
  
 = !    =        
with    !  2    
  = !    2    
   !    2     !
This gives the desired result for 2 queues in tandem.
3.6.3 General Tree Networks
First observe that previous result holds true for D queues in tandem. We have to find the supremum of
the function
 6 
 6  !!! 6 4  
         M M            - -      under the constraints 6    and   6    .Suppose the supremum is attained in  6    !!! 6  4  with 6   6  / 5  for some    . Then the study ofthe function 
  2     6       R9R9R ' 2     6        R9R9R   2 /    6  /      R9R9R   2 4    6  4    !  6    !!! 6     !!! 6  /   !!! 6  4  
is similar to previous section. Hence we see that the supremum is attained in a certain
  !!!!!!   
.
Then we have
2   D  ; 6       /     2 /       ! /    =         
where

is the maximal Hurst parameter and
 4
is defined as in Theorem 1 for the D queues.
But for a general tree network, the variance 2  is the maximum of the variance corresponding to a
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path going from the root of the tree to any leaf, i.e. a network of queues in tandem, hence we have
directly
2  ; 6        4   
 2 4     = ! 4    =         !
Remark 3. We recall that we always assume that
 5  . Nevertheless, for now on, we never use
this assumption and in fact for deterministic arrival times, Theorem 1 is still true with
  
. This
corresponds to Brownian queues and in the case of tandem queues the large deviation technics used
in [17] apply and it is straightforward that Theorem 1 of [17] gives exactly the same result as our
Theorem 1 for deterministic arrival times.
3.7 From deterministic times to random arrival times
In previous section, we proved by computing 2  that Theorem 1 holds true in the case of deterministic
arrival times. We prove now that the result extends to random arrival times.
We denote
  (   &(*)   8   :  = (  . There exist   and  such that for sufficiently large 6 , we
have
4 	  (   6 
       !
We have
>  &( )   !         8      &( )  !             = (   &( ) B8    :    (  
%  >     (  !
Therefore, for any 5  ,
4 	 > 5 6 
  4 	 >   	  (  5 6 
 4 	 >   	  (  5 6 
  (   6 
  4 	 >   	  (  5 6 
  (    6 
 4 	 
  (    6 
 4 	 >   5  =   6 
       !
Hence for sufficiently small ( , we have
7 81: 4 	 > 5 6 
  7981: 4 	 
  (   6 
 4 	 >   5      6 
      
;  	  =   6 
    
   (   !    =         2    
because we have
 5  . Letting  go to  , we get
7 81: 4 	 > 5 6 
   6      = (   !    =         2    ! (28)
Now due to the strong law of large number, we can choose
     (  , such that
4  8     :    (       :     = ( !
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We denote this event by    . Then, on the event    , we have
>  &(*)   !                (   8             (   &(*)  !               (     
%  > 
M
     !
Then we have for sufficiently small (
4  > 5 6   4  > 5 6      4  >  M   5 6      = (  !
Taking the logarithm of this equation gives
7981: 4  > 5 6    6     (         (   !    =         2   
;  6    
   (   !    =         2    ! (29)
Letting ( go to  , we get the same lower bound (29) and upper bound (28). This concludes the proof
of theorem 1. 
4 Tree Networks with Window Control
4.1 Tree Network with Window Control
Theorem 2 (Main Result). Let > be the stationary end-to-end delay in a tree network with window
control. Let

be the size of the window and

the depth of the tree. Define
 %       %   :      %   :       = !   2   !
Denote by $ the workload of a single server queue with the same parameter as one of the queues in
. There exists a constant
      such that
   7 7981: 4  > 5 6 7 81: 4  $ 5 6   7 7 81: 4  > 5 6 7 81: 4  $ 5 6    (30)
We have the following inequalities for the constant   :
1. if
  
then:
          (31)
where

is the top Lyapounov exponent associated to the network defined in equation (11);
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2. if
 
then:
           = !   
 2    /    2 /       (32)
for any     .
Note that such a max-plus formulation can be extended to variable window control mechanisms, such
as AIMD (additive-increase-multiplicative-decrease) type window control, see [5]. In particular, the
inequalities (30) still hold. Moreover the Lyapounov exponent is monotonic in the window size:
given the structure of a network with window control of size

, we can associate to it the Lyapounov
exponent
"  
and this function is non-increasing in

. So that inequalities (31) and (32) still hold,
with the left hand side being replaced by the
       of the minimum window size     . This implies
that, with the TCP model of [5], the asympotics of the end-to-end delay presented in Theorem 2
extends to RTT of TCP sessions.
4.2 Proof of Theorem 2
We use the same notation as in section 3. Lemmas 3 and 4 of section 3.4 are demonstrated in great
generality and hold true for tree networks with window control. Moreover if we can prove that
   
for sufficiently large 6 , we have the following lower and upper bound in great generality
7JU@V  2  7 81: 4  > 5 6    7 & (*)JU@V  2  7 81: 4  > 5 6       7 &( )JU V     
where
A      6       !       % 
 &( )   A    and 2   &(*)     A    !
We have now to replace lemma 2 by
Lemma 5. We have
7 &(*) JU V       !
Proof:
The function 6 
 &(*)        M        is non-increasing since
6        M6       !        
M
       !   
 & (*)
   
M
6       !   
 & (*)    
M
 '     !   
!
Thanks to Borell’s inequality, we have
 X &(*)    A  [  	 and by symmetry, 4 .&(*)   A   5    4 .&(*)  A  5  , hence we have  X &(*)     A   M [   X & (*)     A   [   . Then we can
use monotone convergence to derive
7JU@V 
 &(*)    A   M    7JU@V &(*)    A   M  !
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Thanks to (11), we know that for any
  (     , there exists a finite random variable  , such that
            !        (     !
Hence for such a path, we have
   
M
6       !        (      !   6       !      ( !
We define the random variable  
'&(*)     W     
M
. We have  
 	
a.s. and
&(*)    A  
M    6    ( !
Hence we have
7 JU@V &(*)     A   M    and the result follows since     X & (*)     A   M [ !
 
Hence, we have as 6  
   7  2  7 81: 4  > 5 6   7  2  7 81: 4  > 5 6     =    ! (33)
We have now to compute the corresponding variance 2  .
Remark 4. The bound of Lemma 5 is tight in the sense that there are cases for which we have
7JU@V    !
This result shows the limit of our approach since even if we can compute the variance 2  , the technic
used here can not give an exact asymptotic for the quantity
7 81: 4  > 5 6  in these particular cases.
We take the example of two queues in tandem with window control of size
  
. We recall the
recursion equations with the notation of section 2: 6 6                         6   6     !
          8  !
Take ! 
 2 
 
(service in station

is instantaneous) and !    . We have
 FHG  4 - / I %+  4    

4

 N / 2               
M !
Hence we have
 2   X       M [ 5  !
We have
 X       M [    '         , hence we can choose 2     and we have    .
Now we see that for      , we have
A       N /              M6 : 
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hence
& (*) A   &(*)     N /             
M
6  :
 7U@V     N /             
M
6  :  5  !
In this specific case, thanks to Lemma 5, we have
7JU@V    
hence we see that inequalities (33) can not be improved and lower and upper bounds will not coincide.
4.3 Computation of  

4.3.1 The general case
With notation introduced in Theorem 2, we have
7 81: 4  $ 5 6  ; 

 2  6    
 = !    =          
where         for any     .
Thanks to lemma 4, we know that
2    2 /   6       & (*)+.-,/     = ! /  
  2 /  6           ! /    =        
for an index     . Hence we have
  2   7981: 4  $ 5 6      ! (34)
In proof of Lemma 4, we showed
2     N

 2    6    
    =    

    
  =      
  !
Hence, we have
7JU@V   2   7 81: 4  $ 5 6      =    2  = !    /    2 /   ! (35)
Thanks to equations (34) and (35), we have:
 =     
M
  2    !    /    2 /    7 7981: 4  > 5 6 7981: 4  $ 5 6   7 7 81: 4  > 5 6 7 81: 4  $ 5 6    !
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Remark 5. So far, we never use the specific structure of the network in the proof of Theorem 2. In
fact, we proved the following result for the asymptotic tail distribution of

, the stationary reponse
time for an open stochastic event graphs (defined in [4] or [3]):
Define
 %       %   :      %   :       = !   2   !
Denote by $ the workload of a single server queue with the same parameter as one of the queues in
, then we have
 =     =    = !   
 2    /    2 /    7 7 81: 4   5 6 7 81: 4  $ 5 6   7 7 81: 4   5 6 7 81: 4  $ 5 6   
where

is the top Lyapounov exponent associated to the network.
4.3.2 The case of
  
in Tandem Queueing Network
We restrict the proof to the case of 2 queues with
  
and show that
2  ; 6      
 2 /     = ! /    =         
for    . The general case of tandem queueing network can be treated in the same way, though the
proof will be lengthier.
It is easy to see from the structure of the graph   (see section 3.2) that for any     , with the
same notation as in section 3.6.2 we have
      2        2    1: !      !   : !         :"!
Hence we have
  A      2       ' 2    :   6    :  !    !  :   !
The right-hand term corresponds exactly to (27). Hence the upper bound follows.
4.3.3 General Tree Network with Window Control
Instead of considering only queues in tandem with window control, we can consider a general tree
network with

queues and with a window size

. In this context, we see that results of section
4.2 remain true since we do not use the specific structure of the tandem case. The computation of the
variance 2  is different, but Theorem 2 is true for tree networks with window control. In section 4.3.2,
we derive the variance of the network of queues in tandem with window control
  
because we
can upper bound it by the variance of queues in tandem without window control. But the same result
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holds in the tree case when
  
. We can upper bound the variance of the tree network with window
control by the variance of the same tree network (i.e. corresponding to the same tree topology) without
window control. Hence, thanks to the results of section 3.6.3, we see that one queue dominates for the
computation of the variance 2  and we get the same upper and lower bound as in theorem 2 for the
tail asymptotic of the end-to-end delay.
The demonstration for the case of renewal arrival times of section 3.7 is the same in the case of
tandem queues with window control except we multiply the upper bound by a factor
 =   
.
5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we studied the steady state distribution of the end-to-end delay of a tagged flow in
queueing networks where the queues have self-similar cross traffic modeled by fractional Brownian
noises, independent of other queues. The arrival process of the tagged flow is renewal. Two types of
queueing networks are considered, namely, the tree networks without or with window control.
Our analysis is based on the (max,plus) representation and the general Borell’s inequality. We
have shown that the end-to-end delay of tree networks is completely dominated by one of the queues.
The dominant queue is the one with maximal Hurst parameter (or the maximal ratio   in case
of ties). Thus, the tail distribution of the end to end delay is asymptotically Weibullian. In the case of
tandem queues with window control, the end-to-end delay is still asymptotically Weibullian and we
give upper and lower bound for the constant that determines the scale parameter of the corresponding
Weibull distribution.
This work shows that the long-range dependence of the cross traffic does have strong impact on
the end-to-end delay tail asymptotic. However, this impact is only through a single dominant queue
that has the strongest dependence structure, i.e. the queue with the highest Hurst parameter. The
window control mechanisms à la TCP in such networks play a minimal role in the determination of
the tail distribution of the end-to-end delay.
The fact the end-to-end delay has Weibull tail also provides a new means to the inference and
prediction of end-to-end delays. Indeed, this provides a parametric model for their tail distribution. It
also connects the Hurst parameters at the routers with the tail asymptotics of the end-to-end delays.
As future work, we plan to extend current framework to study other long-range dependent models
for the cross traffic. For example, one well-known model is the  
    
model. Other possible
extensions include considering tandem or general networks with dynamic/adaptive window control.
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